The purpose of this study was to propose a mixed-methods approach to analyzing shared epistemic agency in jigsaw instruction from multiple temporal perspectives, and to evaluate its effectiveness by examining actual datasets. We employed a combination of socio-semantic network analysis (SSNA) and in-depth dialogical discourse analysis as a mixed-methods approach, and analyzed discourse transcripts by university students engaged in jigsaw instruction. First, we graphically depicted a quantitative measure of shared epistemic agency at the group level and identified pivotal points of discourse where students might engage in an epistemic action toward alleviating a lack of knowledge. Then, we conducted dialogical discourse analysis of the segments around the pivotal points to describe students' collaboration practices. SSNA represented the quantitative nature of shared epistemic agency with 60% accuracy and provided a new way to look at it as a distribution of pivotal points for alleviating a lack of knowledge across all processes of jigsaw group activities. The dialogical discourse analysis of the discourse segments identified by SSNA further described dialogical patterns in the shared epistemic agency and each student's contribution to them.
where aij is the adjacency matrix for each pair of nodes (i, j). The total value of degree centrality is calculated as
at any point in time during an episode of discourse. When a new discourse exchange is added, the network structure may be changed by the addition of new nodes or links between new or existing nodes. Temporal change in the indicator was depicted visually as a graph with discourse exchanges plotted along the horizontal axis and the indicator on the vertical axis. We also indicated pivotal points of discourse when students might engage in collective knowledge advancement. In addition, we further evaluated individual agency by calculating individuals' contributions to the whole socio-semantic network (Oshima, Matsuzawa, Oshima, & Niihara, 2013) . Applying both qualitative (Sawyer et al., 2013b) and quantitative (Oshima et al., 2013) approaches based on different epistemic stances to the same discourse datasets was found to be complementary and productive. Qualitative and quantitative methods provided both unique and replicated findings (Fujita, 2013) .
Figure 1. Procedure of creating a socio-semantic network (right).
Based on our experience in the multivocality project, we propose a mixed-methods approach to analyzing shared epistemic agency in a more comprehensive way to address both practical and methodological problems. In the multivocality approach, multiple research groups with different epistemic voices approached the same discourse datasets from different perspectives. In this study, we transform the multivocality approach into a mixed-methods approach by which we analyze discourse from multiple epistemic stances while asking specific research questions. One epistemic stance we adopted in this study is that of computational social science or social physics (e.g., Lazer et al., 2009; Palla, Barabási, & Vicsek, 2007; Pentland, 2014) . In social physics, researchers use quantitative methods like social network analysis to describe mathematical relationships between idea flows and human behaviours. Palla et al. (2007) , for instance, examined the basic relationships characterizing community evolution in groups of scientists and of mobile telephone users. Results indicated differing patterns of community evolution in groups of differing sizes. Large groups are sustained when they can dynamically modify their membership, whereas small groups are stable when membership is kept unchanged. It was also found that the time members commit to their community is an indicator of the community's lifetime. Thus, in social physics, computational power and human behavioural data can be used to explore the mechanisms of both community development and knowledge advancement.
The second epistemic stance taken when conducting the present research is dialogism (Bakhtin, 1981 (Bakhtin, , 1986 Mead, 1922; Rommetveit, 1974) . In dialogical discourse analysis (e.g., Valsiner, 2002; Wertsch, 1991 Wertsch, , 2008 , researchers take the epistemic stance that meaning is not found in logical structure or dictionary definitions, but rather in the relation between the utterance and the broad context, such as the participants. Discourse is considered to be situated in the sense that a social context is a necessary condition for utterances to be meaningful. In contrast to the assumption that language structure plays a role as a source of meaning, dialogism focuses on the reality of language-in-context. Meaning in the utterances is determined not only by what interlocutors are doing, but also by what they have previously done with the words and what they will do in the future. Moreover, meaning in an utterance always implies an audience (Bakhtin, 1986) . Speakers speak from their audience's perspectives, and audiences attempt to listen from the speaker's perspective (Rommetveit, 1974) . Based on these premises, researchers use qualitative methods to analyze discourse by carefully examining dialogue in its context. By referring to recent arguments on mixed-methods research designs (e.g., Johnson & Onwuegbuzi, 2006; Johnson, Onwuegbuzi, & Turner, 2007; Morgan, 2007) , we designed our mixed-methods approach as a sequential application of quantitative and qualitative methods while placing an equal emphasis on each. In the first phase of our mixed-methods approach to examining shared epistemic agency, we conducted SSNA of discourse data to examine the change in the state of shared epistemic agency within groups. By using a quantitative indicator (the total value of degree centrality coefficients), we identified pivotal points of discourse exchanges where students engaged in shared epistemic agency across an extended period of the process (i.e., a duration of several hours), and compared learning processes between groups. In the second phase of our investigation, after quantitatively examining the state of their agency and identifying pivotal points of discourse exchanges, we conducted in-depth dialogical discourse analysis to examine how students in a group interact with one another to exercise their epistemic agency over a short period of time. Within the context of collaborative learning, we apply our mixed-methods approach to jigsaw instruction to facilitate shared epistemic agency developed in the learning sciences.
Jigsaw Instruction as a Learning Environment for Students to Engage in their Shared Epistemic Agency
In the learning sciences, many studies have endeavored to design learning environments to facilitate students' collective knowledge advancement (Sawyer, 2014) . Through such efforts, effective collaborative learning arrangements have been identified, and more detailed instructional interventions have been discussed in the literature (Miyake & Kirschner, 2014) . One such instructional method is jigsaw instruction. In jigsaw instruction, learners are expected to engage in two different phases of an activity. One is the expert group activity, where they collaboratively work on the same materials. Their collaboration in the expert group facilitates constructive interaction (Miyake, 1986) among learners who meet their individual goals to become experts of their assigned material. Learners are encouraged not only to collaboratively develop their conceptual understanding, but also to prepare for their future task -the jigsaw group activity. After learning their materials in the expert group, they join the jigsaw group where learners who studied different materials gather and integrate the different sources of knowledge collaboratively. In this phase of the jigsaw group activity, students are predicted to engage in productive interaction within multiple zones of proximal development depending on different knowledge sources (e.g., Brown & Campione, 1996) . With respect to any one component of the learning activity, one student is an expert in that domain and teaches the other group members. This teaching-learning process is repeated multiple times.
Although studies have demonstrated that jigsaw instruction is effective for facilitating conceptual understanding as well as collective knowledge advancement (e.g., Miyake & Kirschner, 2014) , few studies have examined in detail a process of how learners take their responsibility to contribute to the collective knowledge advancement through their collaboration, i.e., shared epistemic agency. In this study, therefore, we examined the process of students' collective knowledge advancement in the jigsaw instruction by applying our mixed-methods approach.
Research Purpose and Research Questions
As an "Implementation and Adoption Contribution," this study aimed to propose a mixed-methods approach to analyzing shared epistemic agency in collaborative learning as an extension of our previous work (Oshima et al., 2012 (Oshima et al., , 2013 , and to demonstrate its effectiveness by applying the approach to examining a learning environment designed for facilitating shared epistemic agency (i.e., jigsaw instruction).
To do so, we asked the following research questions. First, we examined whether our quantitative indicator of shared epistemic agency in collaborative discourse can identify pivotal points of discourse exchanges from all transcripts. The indicator we proposed in this study is the total value of degree centrality coefficients in the vocabulary network of discourse. A category of epistemic actions we thought could be computationally approached is alleviating a lack of knowledge. In evaluating the temporal change in the indicator across discourse exchanges from the beginning to the end, we identified discourse exchanges that led the indicator to increase significantly. The significant increase in the indicator suggests pivotal points of discourse where learners may engage in synthesizing knowledge (i.e., epistemic actions of alleviating a lack of knowledge). We expect that we can evaluate each group's progress in the learners' shared epistemic agency by identifying its initial phase of the cyclic process through the four categories of epistemic actions. How many times a group of students experiences this cyclic process and how it starts are significant issues for us to examine. In addition, we modified our procedure for detecting the pivotal points from a visual inspection method to a more precise computational algorithm that selected the pivotal points of discourse exchanges. Specifically, the algorithm identified points with an increase in value greater than the mean increase of discourse exchanges after omitting discourse exchanges having a decrease or no change in the total degree centrality. After identifying the pivotal points of discourse in this way, we conducted the in-depth dialogical discourse analysis of all the identified segments to validate whether the discourse segments detected by SSNA were related to learners' epistemic actions of alleviating a lack of knowledge. Second, we examined how the quantitative method in our mixed-methods approach provided us with useful insights on group differences in shared epistemic agency between two groups participating in our jigsaw instruction. The number of pivotal points of discourse detected and the members who contributed to the identified discourse exchanges were examined. Third, in our in-depth discourse analysis, we compared collaboration practices between the two groups by carefully describing how they engaged in their dialogues toward shared epistemic agency.
The first question, and part of the second research question, are related to the quantitative method's validity and usefulness in analyzing epistemic agency, which has traditionally been analyzed via qualitative approaches. The remaining part of the second question and the third question are related to the examination of our proposed mixed-methods approach through its application to the actual context of collaborative learning.
Methods
Collaborative reading comprehension, which is a form of jigsaw instruction, was implemented as part of an intensive course during the summer term of a teacher certification program at a Japanese public university. The course was taught over the course of four consecutive days, and the jigsaw instruction activity was conducted during the first day and a half. The second author was the course instructor. Toward fulfilling the course requirements, eight third-year undergraduate students in the engineering department participated in this study. The overall goal of the course for students was to learn basic concepts of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) in order to appropriately apply lesson plans. The more specific goal for students during the collaborative reading comprehension component was to understand basic principles of designing learning environments (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999) .
Collaborative Reading Comprehension
Collaborative reading comprehension is an activity based on jigsaw instruction methods (Aronson & Patnoe, 2011; Brown & Campione, 1996; Miyake & Kirschner, 2014) . It encourages learners to engage in collaborative knowledge creation through building an understanding of multiple document resources ( Figure 2 ). Students were first placed in expert groups after listening to an instructor's brief lecture on "the learning environment," which was the target concept. In each expert group, two students collaboratively read and constructed an understanding of one document, which they then explained to others in jigsaw groups. Through expert group collaboration, each student produced a summary by taking notes while listening to an audiobook on an iPod and discussing their ideas based on their notes. After the expert groups had finished, jigsaw groups were formed; these groups consisted of one student from each expert group. Students in the jigsaw groups worked to integrate the ideas contained in the four different documents based on the student experts' explanations for each document. After discussing the four documents in the jigsaw group activity, the students reported how ideas from the documents were related to one another, and interpreted them with reference to the basic framework of learning environments in the Knowledge Forum CSCL system (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2014) . Documents used in the expert activity came from a book on how people learn (Inagaki & Hatano, 1989) . All documents were written in Japanese. We selected four chapters of the book covering four principles of designing learning environments: learner-centred, knowledge-centred, assessment-centred, and community-centred. Each chapter was transcribed and given as an audiobook assignment to an expert group. We instructed students to take notes in order to summarize and organize ideas from their audiobooks in relation to the concept of learning environments. In jigsaw groups, students brought their notes of the ideas summarized from the audiobook, and discussed how the ideas from different audiobook chapters could be integrated to advance their understanding of the principles of learning environments. To facilitate the knowledge creation process, we further provided students with a whiteboard, on which a diagram of the learning environment proposed by Bransford et al. (1999) was drawn, as well as sticky notes for inscribing and manipulating their ideas as knowledge objects in the shared space.
Mixed-Methods Approach
As discussed in the previous section, we applied a mixed-methods approach to analyze shared epistemic agency in collaborative reading comprehension by shedding light on alleviating a lack of knowledge. All discourse activities in expert and jigsaw groups were video-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Particular focus was placed on discourse activities in the jigsaw group. Students engaged in discourse exchange 1,021 times in jigsaw group A, and 921 times in jigsaw group B. Jigsaw group activity was of particular interest because students were expected to actively engage in shared epistemic agency through creating new ideas by integrating their knowledge with the notes taken in the expert group activity used as knowledge objects.
SSNA for Identifying Pivotal Points for Alleviating a Lack of Knowledge
To identify pivotal points in discourse exchange for alleviating a lack of knowledge, we conducted SSNA using the procedure described below. An assumption we held was that we would be able to represent collective knowledge advancement as a structural change in a network of vocabulary that students used in their discourse. The vocabulary in this context refers to words used for representing argumentations in the audiobooks that students listened to and summarized. The structure of vocabulary refers to meaningful links between words in a sentence or exchange. When students used words in their exchanges, we assumed that they attempted to create meaningful links between words.
For our SSNA, we used KBDeX (Oshima et al., 2012) to visually represent a socio-semantic network, and repeatedly calculate the total value of the degree centrality coefficients in a vocabulary network whenever a new discourse exchange was added. To analyze transcription datasets with KBDeX, we first had to prepare a vocabulary list for the application to automatically create a bipartite graph of words x exchanges. The first author and a trained graduate student independently detected nouns that they thought represented the authors' arguments in the four audiobooks and came up with 305 nouns. Then, we ran KBDeX to visually represent a socio-semantic network and recalculate the total value of the degree centrality coefficients in a vocabulary network exchange by exchange. KBDeX provides socio-semantic network visualization and an automatically created graph of the trajectory of the total value of the degree centralities (upper right window in Figure 3) . For identifying pivotal points, we paid attention to the temporal transition of the total value of degree centralities. When we saw a significant increase in the total value of degree centralities in a vocabulary network from one exchange to another, we assumed that the latter exchange contributed to either making an existing network denser or restructuring an existing network by adding new words in such a way that a more integrated structure was constructed. Thus, a significant increase in the total value of degree centralities may indicate that students in a group engaged in alleviating a lack of knowledge. As stated previously, we identified the pivotal points of alleviating a lack of knowledge as discourse exchanges with the increase in the indicator greater than the mean increase of all discourse exchanges after omitting discourse exchanges having a decrease or no change in the total degree centrality (95% of all discourse exchanges), and identified the individuals in a group who were involved in the pivotal points of exchanges as significant contributors.
As described further in the next sub-section, we tested whether the automatically detected discourse exchanges could be categorized as alleviating a lack of knowledge through our dialogical discourse analysis (our first research question). Subsequently, after examining the rate of accurate detection, we further investigated how many discourse exchanges were recorded as alleviating a lack of knowledge, and which students in a group made a contribution to such exchanges. This type of comparative analysis in the quantitative method had not been done in previous studies, and was a significant contribution of this study. By analyzing the group differences across a scenario of discussing a topic with others, we can identify the relationship between temporality of shared epistemic agency (alleviating a lack of knowledge in this case) and epistemic agents (which students contributed).
In-depth Dialogical Discourse Analysis for Revealing How Students Exercised their Shared Epistemic Agency
Our SSNA was conducted using quantitative methods to examine shared epistemic agency as a change in the state of their collective knowledge. Our dialogical discourse analysis, on the other hand, approached the same sets of discourse data at micro-dialogical level (Valsiner, 2002; Wertsch, 1991) . We first identified segments of discourse exchanges to figure out how students in a group engage in shared epistemic agency as dialogue by tracing discourse exchanges back from the corresponding pivotal points of discourse exchanges or tracing them following such points. Then, as described in the previous sub-section, we evaluated whether automatically detected pivotal points were related to alleviating a lack of knowledge. Finally, if the sequences of discourse exchanges represented alleviating a lack of knowledge, we further analyzed how individual students in a group dialogically contributed to their shared epistemic agency.
Results

SSNA for Discourse Transcriptions in Collaborative Reading Comprehension
After reading transcripts of discourse by two jigsaw groups (A and B), the first and third authors held discussions to divide the entire discourse into several discourse scenarios for each group. Here, a scenario refers to sequences of discourse exchanges in which students discussed ideas related to each other. For group A, the whole discourse was segmented into three scenarios. Group B was segmented into two.
For answering our first research question, Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate how the total value of degree centralities transited within scenarios by groups A and B, respectively. Circled discourse exchanges in each graph were identified as pivotal based on our "above mean" algorithm. By conducting dialogical discourse analysis of the discourse exchanges around the pivotal points for validating our algorithm, we found that discourse exchanges identified were related to alleviating a lack of knowledge (60%) or awareness of a lack of knowledge (40%). Although we did not expect to detect another category of epistemic actions (the awareness of a lack of knowledge), we proceeded to conduct subsequent in-depth dialogical discourse analysis in the following way. For pivotal points of discourse exchanges detected as the awareness of a lack of knowledge, we traced discourse exchanges following them in order to identify the discourse exchanges related to alleviating a lack of knowledge that we could not detect in SSNA. For pivotal points of alleviating a lack of knowledge that we successfully detected, we traced discourse exchanges back from the pivotal points for the purpose of identifying segments for further dialogical discourse analysis.
For answering our second research question, Table 1 shows the number of contributions each student made toward alleviating a lack of knowledge in discourse scenarios. In group A, student A1 was found to be a key contributor toward alleviating a lack of knowledge. In group B, on the other hand, key contributors in discourse were different across two scenarios. Students B2 and B4 made many contributions in the first scenario, but B1 and B2 made many contributions in the second scenario when B4 missed the class. 
In-Depth Dialogical Discourse Analysis of Discourse Exchanges Related to Pivotal Points
After our SSNA of discourse transcripts, we further conducted in-depth dialogical analysis of discourse segments related to the pivotal points for answering our third research question. We report one segment from each jigsaw group. The following is a segment of discourse from group A regarding learner-centred design. The original discourse was in Japanese, and we have translated it into English. Words used in SSNA were in bold.
Student A2: It is not easy for learners to conduct intentional learning when their context does not support them. They need tools for engaging in intentional learning. So, we are discussing the context rather than the learners, aren't we? Student A1: But it is too simplistic to describe that this is entirely an issue of context because of the existence of tools for students. Student A3: We had better not say like "OK, this is an issue of context because of tools." Student A1: No, we should not. Yesterday, we discussed that the authors argued for community-centred design when they described the context, including peers, tools, and so on, because these factors facilitate students' intention to learn. Student A3: Yeah, we did. Student A1: We should not misunderstand the authors' argument. They did not argue that the context, such as peers or tools, determines how students learn. In more precise terms, they argued that the context does facilitate how students intend to learn. These are remarkably different, aren't they?
In the discourse segment, the last discourse exchange by student A1 was identified as pivotal by SSNA. In his last discourse exchange, student A1 alleviated a lack of knowledge about learner-centred design, community-centred design, and their interrelation as discussed in the documents. In the sequence of discourse exchanges, students A2 and A3 were found to engage in epistemic actions for student A1, who ultimately utilized his turn to facilitate their awareness of the problem (i.e., the first turn by student A2, and the third turn by student A3). In jigsaw group A, dialogues for exercising shared epistemic agency were represented by this example of discourse. Student A1 was responsible for ultimately promoting shared understanding towards alleviating their lack of knowledge, and other students (A2, A3, and A4) started sequences of discourse exchanges by creating awareness.
In jigsaw group B, we also found students' established dialogues for their shared epistemic agency toward alleviating a lack of knowledge. However, the dialogical practice in jigsaw group B was different from that in jigsaw group A. . But all the ideas are related to community-centred design. Student B3: In chapter 7, I read that the core concept was community-centred design. All ideas are placed in the intersections of community-centred design and others. Student B4: I agree. I first did think that community-centred design was independent of the three other designs. But, after your idea, I now think that those are overlapping like the Venn diagram. Community-centred design is related to all the others. Student B2: I also think so. Student B4: Age is also another factor for designing learning environments, I think. Depending on the age of learners, we have to place a different priority on the four designs. For younger kids, for instance, the knowledge-centred design does not seem to have much priority on designing learning.
In this discourse segment, the last discourse exchange by student B4 was identified as pivotal in SSNA. Student B4 was engaged in integrating the other students' ideas to alleviate the pre-existing lack of knowledge. The difference in dialogical patterns between the two jigsaw groups was that student B4 was also responsible for the awareness of the group's lack of knowledge. He intended to elicit others' ideas by paraphrasing them (i.e., the third discourse exchange). Other students (B3 and B2 in this discourse segment) were engaged in epistemic agency to provide additional information and examine B4's argument. This dialogical pattern was frequently seen in jigsaw group B to engage in their shared epistemic agency.
We serendipitously found another pattern displayed by group B. On the second day, when student B4 missed a class (scenario #2), other members were engaged in discourse holding different roles. The most remarkable result was that the role of student B1, who had not been active in scenario #1, changed to one of active engagement, identifying and alleviating the group's lack of knowledge by regulating other group members, just as student B4 had done in scenario #1.
Discussion
With discourse transcripts as data, we conducted a mixed-methods approach to analyze shared epistemic agency; specifically, the epistemic actions of alleviating a lack of knowledge during jigsaw instruction. We asked three research questions. First, we examined whether our indicator of alleviating a lack of knowledge in shared epistemic agency was useful for detecting pivotal points of discourse exchanges for the purpose of further in-depth dialogical discourse analysis. Second, we further examined how the quantitative method in our mixed-methods approach provided us with useful insights on group differences in shared epistemic agency between two groups participating in our jigsaw instruction. Finally, in the second phase of our mixed-methods approach, we attempted to examine how students in the two groups engaged in their dialogues for shared epistemic agency.
With respect to the first research question, SSNA was found to be effective for computationally identifying pivotal points of discourse exchanges for the alleviation of a lack of knowledge or the emergence of awareness. For detecting the pivotal points of discourse exchanges toward alleviating a lack of knowledge, we proposed an algorithm based on the total value of degree centralities of a socio-semantic network of vocabulary. Sixty percent of discourse exchanges that increased the total value of degree centralities of a socio-semantic network over the mean of increases by exchanges were confirmed as alleviating a lack of knowledge through our further dialogical discourse analysis. Although 40% of the detected exchanges were identified as awareness of a lack of knowledge rather than alleviating it, we could identify pivotal points of discourse exchanges toward alleviating a lack of knowledge by tracing discourse exchanges following the originally identified points rather than tracing back from them. This finding of 40% of discourse exchanges detected by SSNA was not expected because we had thought that students would not explicitly share their awareness by using the conceptual words used in our SSNA, and it would therefore be difficult to detect awareness with a list of vocabulary terms contained in study documents. On the other hand, alleviating a lack of knowledge, including synthesizing and summarizing their thoughts, was considered representative of an integration process of conceptual words in the study documents. In the particular context of jigsaw instruction, such as collaborative reading comprehension, the participatory structure of jigsaw group activities might facilitate students to share their awareness of a lack of knowledge and alleviate it through collaborative discourse with conceptual words. This possibility should be further examined by using a different context of discourse in a group task format other than jigsaw group activity to test whether we can also detect discourse exchanges toward the awareness of a lack of knowledge as well as the alleviation of it.
Regarding the quantitative method, we should discuss two types of errors in detection for future studies. In the SSNA phase of our mixed-methods approach, we cannot rule out the possibility of type II errors. Namely, the possibility of pivotal points of discourse exchanges that we could not detect by SSNA. To test for type II errors, we must conduct an in-depth dialogical analysis of all the transcripts, and compare results between the dialogical analysis and SSNA. We also identified type I errors. Our detection algorithm led us to the result that 40% of detected exchanges were not related to alleviating a lack of knowledge, but rather to the awareness of a lack of knowledge. Both categories are related, and valuable epistemic actions to detect by SSNA. However, we must further refine measures for distinguishing between those two actions. In our current research project, we are developing a combination of two centrality measures (i.e., degree centrality and betweenness centrality) to detect each epistemic action in discourse more accurately (e.g., Oshima, Oshima, & Fujita, 2016) .
Concerning our second research question, our quantitative method provides a new way to look at temporal and contextual profiles of shared epistemic agency with a perspective of which group members contributed to epistemic actions of alleviating a lack of knowledge. First, we found that students engaged in the epistemic actions repeatedly across the whole discourse processes (27 times in group A and 28 in group B). Because the structure of a socio-semantic network becomes more complex as their discourse proceeds, pivotal points of discourse exchanges in the later phases would be more crucial than those in the beginning. Although we have not yet examined what pivotal points at different points of time indicate, what we can reveal from the current quantitative analysis is that the both groups of students constantly achieved an advancement of their knowledge. This continuous advancement of their knowledge might be driven by the participatory structure of jigsaw instruction where students with different pieces of knowledge came together to discuss and integrate their ideas. This possibility should also be examined in future studies that compare collaborative discourse between another mode of group work and jigsaw group activities.
Furthermore, contrary to our naive prediction of egalitarian contribution, we found idiosyncratic contribution patterns across members within groups. Some students made more contributions than others. In group A, one student was mostly responsible for the epistemic actions, and this contribution pattern was found to be stable across the three scenarios. Meanwhile, several students made critical contributions in group B, and the contribution pattern changed over time and in response to contextual factors. These group differences in contribution patterns across members are findings that our quantitative method can readily indicate. With a limited amount of data, such as 27 and 28 segments of discourse exchanges by two groups, we may have a possible interpretation of the contribution patterns by group members in their shared epistemic agency. Contribution patterns of the epistemic actions in groups were stable within groups, and any contextual disturbance such as an absence of a member triggers a new pattern. This possibility could also be examined through analyzing more cases of jigsaw group activities.
Although their contributions to the specific epistemic actions within groups were not equally distributed, the dialogical practices occurring in their discourse were rather productive. For the third research question, the in-depth dialogical discourse analysis provided us with rich information toward clarifying how students engage in their dialogues for epistemic actions toward alleviating a lack of knowledge. First, the type of each individual's contribution was found to be stable, indicating that students might have their cultural epistemic practices established through their experiences of being together across several courses before taking this course. In group A, students displayed greater collaboration in regulating their agency, although a specific student contributed most pivotal points of discourse exchange. Meanwhile, specific students in jigsaw group B (B4 and B1) were dominant. Second, it was also found via analysis of group B that students' shared epistemic agency was resilient to unpredictable events. Even when a dominant student (B4) was not present, the remaining students in jigsaw group B could maintain their shared epistemic agency through different contribution patterns (student B1, who had been inactive in scenario #1, took over the regulation of the epistemic actions of the group).
In this study, we argued for epistemic agency as a new goal of instruction, and proposed a mixed-methods approach to examine how students engage in shared epistemic agency in the instructional context of jigsaw instruction. Through implementation and adoption of our mixed-methods approach, we demonstrated a quantitative method to detect pivotal points of discourse exchanges for epistemic actions of alleviating a lack of knowledge. Results indicated 60% accuracy in detecting pivotal points, and thus suggest a new way of looking at group profiles of shared epistemic agency across all discourse exchanges. As we saw in the sequential process of SSNA and further dialogical discourse analysis, we could more comprehensively examine student epistemic agency compared with the exclusively qualitative approach employed in previous studies. From a practical perspective, we could improve the speed of the analysis in such a way that we can provide practitioners with group profiles in their classrooms a few months after their enactment. This improvement in analytical speed is still not sufficient, but is useful for us to collaboratively think of a new lesson plan with practitioners for the next academic year. From a methodological perspective, our algorithm of detecting pivotal points of discourse exchange was found partially effective and further improvable for other researchers to share their discourse datasets for the purpose of analyzing shared epistemic agency in collaborative learning. Moreover, we can provide colleagues with an objective reason of why we selected specific segments of discourse for further analyzing dialogues in detail. Although we should further elaborate our mixed-methods approach based on the results of this study, an approach like the combination of SSNA and in-depth dialogical discourse analysis would be an engine for researchers to accelerate their research on shared epistemic agency in collaborative learning.
